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time consumption. Moreover, there is no guarantee for reliable

Abstract

streaming

Aiming at improving the performance of real-time data
transmission in multi-hop overlay networks, an adaptive flow
control transmission algorithm is proposed. The approach
considers the reality of low bandwidth and the requirement of
high throughput in real-time media streaming so that it takes
the forwarding capability of relay peers as the main evaluation
metric. Probe data packets are introduced to real-time data
transmission to help derive necessary feedback information.
Receivers periodically calculate their available buffer size and
send feedbacks to senders who use them to adjust the
transmission rates. The mechanism for the dynamic adjustment
of bandwidth requirements in media streaming is based on an
adaptive rate threshold which adjusts the transmission rate
according to the available bandwidth. Redundant flow
resources are distributed to multiple relay links. Theoretical
analysis and simulations indicate that the cooperative
transmission algorithm is able to decrease the transmission
failure rate and reduce the whole transmission delay of
real-time applications in multi-hop overlay networks.
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in
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transmission. As real-time streaming has the requirement of
high bandwidth, low packet loss and low delay by nature,
which may easily lead to network congestion, many techniques
and mechanisms are proposed to alleviate network congestion
so as to achieve better performance. As each peer is a network
endpoint, the bandwidth is always limited especially like a cell
phone. Therefore, it seems really important to figure out how to
provide high bandwidth and high quality real-time streaming
with

limited

memory.

Without

effective

rate

control

mechanism, it probably leads to transmission bottleneck such
as high packet loss rate and media discontinuity.
Traditional connection-oriented transport protocol - TCP adds its own flow control and time windowing scheme that may
cause media disorder in real-time data transmission. Moreover,
TCP is a reliable protocol whose retransmission mechanism
would bring further jitter and packet delivery delay. Real-time
data transmission is tolerant to packet loss to some extent but
not much end-to-end delay. Connectionless transport protocol
- UDP - is generally adopted in real-time data transmission.
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There are two protocols called RTP and RTCP used as

Distributed Algorithm, Peer-to-Peer Media Streaming.

accompaniment. However, as an end-to-end protocol, RTP
itself does not provide any mechanism to ensure timely delivery
or provide other quality-of-service guarantee. It is unaware of

I.

INTRODUCTION

any

information

of

receivers

and

offers

no

reliability

The emergence and development of peer-to-peer overlay

mechanisms. As the bandwidth and computing resource of each

networks give directions to the network architecture evolution

endpoint in the network is limited, it is necessary to adjust

as it can support new applications without upgrading the

transmission rate based on the available bandwidth and

underlying network infrastructure. Various kinds of high-speed

processing capability of receivers in order to enhance the

networks have made it feasible to implement real-time media

transmission control efficiency.

streaming applications such as Skype [1][2] and PPLive[3].

Inspired by RTP and RTCP protocol, this paper aims at

Peers in such networks cooperate with each other and relay

general mesh-based networks and proposes a real-time data

streaming data through multi-hop route. Overlay networks

transmission algorithm. With this algorithm, the sender adjusts

improve the current best-effort Internet's incapability of

its sending rate according to the feedback information from the

offering any quality of service to the media streaming over the

receiver's buffering state. The transmission control mechanism

Internet.

helps to achieve both efficiency and flexibility by avoiding

Two main categories are the multi-tree-based [4] and

buffer overflow or underflow. In Section II we give a brief

and

introduction of related works in real-time media streaming area.

construction usually cause a large amount of memory cost and

The proposed algorithm for real-time data transmission is

mesh-based

[5]

networks.

Multi-tree
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initialization
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concretely demonstrated in Section III. We analyses algorithm

adjusting the sending rate according to the buffering state of

performance and proposes some key points in Section IV.

relay

Simulations are designed and implemented in Section V. In

algorithm,

Section VI we draw conclusions of this paper.

compared with RTPIRTCP, and in the situation of multiple

peers.

With

the

the

proposed

effective

adaptive

transmission

traffic

rate

is

control

improved

stream coexistence the loss rate increases not intensely.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The RTP and RTSP are the two protocols that are currently
used for media streaming. RTP accompanied by RTCP is
designed for media transport among endpoints. RTSP is used
for streaming sessions control by establishing and controlling
time-synchronized streams of continuous media. One scalable
feedback control mechanism for video sources has been
proposed in [6]. The end-to-end mechanism is employed and
network

states

are

defmed

according

to

the

feedback

information from the receivers. There is no need for an explicit
probing mechanism as the reports from the receivers are
multicast

periodically

with

RTP.

Feedback

controller

Figure l.

is

introduced in [7] and [8].
With

the development of streaming video,

Mesh-based network for real-time media streaming

B. Predefined Conditions

congestion

control gradually takes the form of rate control [9]. The main

During the data transmission, the sending rate of any peer

purpose of rate control is to minimize the possibility of network

should not exceed the upper transmission bound of its next

congestion by matching the rate of video stream to the available

relay peer in order to avoid catastrophic failures. However,

network bandwidth. The so called equation-based control

acquiring real-time transmission capability of the relay peer

approach is proposed to provide a relatively smooth congestion

seems rather difficult. In our algorithm the buffering state is

control for real-time traffic. The TCP-friendly rate control

detected periodically. By analyzing the feedback information

protocol (TFRCP) [10] and the TCP-friendly rate control

and adjusting the sending rate, optimized transmission is

(TFRC) [11] are two important equation-based rate control

guaranteed to avoid starvation or media overflow. Several

protocols. These protocols are based on a throughput model of

terms used in our algorithm are depicted as follows.

Probe packets

a TCP connection. The proposed equation helps to determine

-

data packets that are transferred between

the sending rate of the video stream that could avoid traffic

overlay network peers and used to detect the buffering

congestion in a similar way of TCP.

information of receivers.

Our algorithm is mainly based on RTP and RTCP with

Delay 0/ the ring path

(equivalent to

the round trip time) is calculated according to buffering

proposed adaptive data transmission approach according to

feedback information.

real-time buffering states.

rate that a peer could send to its next relay peer. This value is

Rate threshold

-

the maximal sending

calculated and adjusted according to real-time buffering
information.
III.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

content [12]. The source media is divided into data slices that
are delivered to different levels of multiple trees. Peers in
different levels are perceived as relays mutually contributing
data slices as media supplement when desired. The purpose of
the layered construction and transmission is to offload the
media source. As for a network peer, its playback criterion is
just in connection with the requirement of the lowest bandwidth.
Part of random mesh network for real-time media streaming is
shown in Figure 1.
According to the data showed by PPLive, the sending rate of
the media source is generally from 381 kbps to 450 kbps, and
RD-Video is about 700 kbps and even more. Therefore the
bottleneck of real-time data transmission mainly consists in the
buffering performance of overlay relay peers. Our paper aims at

cycle time that the

state.

C. Algorithm Abstraction

Mesh-based networks are generally built as superposition of
swarming content delivery mechanism over a recent window of

-

rate threshold is adjusted to accommodate current network

A. Bottleneck o/real-time data transmission
multiple diverse trees where participating peers employ a

Threshold adjustment cycle

The proposed algorithm mainly contains two phases. When
there is idle time which means the network is smooth and with
no congestion, the probe packet is sent to detect the buffering
state of the receiver.

The length of media steaming is

calculated according to the available buffer size. Each link of
network peers is assigned a lower rate threshold. If the arriving
rate exceeds this rate threshold, the media stream will be
splitted and distributed to some other nodes. Cooperative
transmission needs to split media stream. If different data slices
arrive in disorder, the delay is set to the maximal arriving time.
If

transmission

failure

happens

to

any

relay

peer,

the

correspondent data has to be retransmitted.
The algorithm of splitting and recombination of media
stream is depicted as follows. In order to avoid more delay
caused

by

encoding

and

decoding

in

real-time

data

transmission, our algorithm employs a short buffer split policy.

3

Our algorithm employs the equation Ilt

Suppose the buffer size is L and Link(A,B) needs to split the
steam, and then media data is transmitted as the size of rate
threshold progressively. In the meanwhile, the deployed buffer

= troute + arti

as

when the next peer receives media data, it needs to look up the

size is free for new arriving media. Recombination includes a

routing table and transfers data. As troute is far less than arti,

receiving buffer. Each part of rate threshold data is ready for

troute is neglected for simplification in the process of

queuing. Once the queuing delay exceeds the maximal defmed
delay, the media data is dropped immediately.

calculating adaptive transmission rate mentioned below and
simulation in Section III. One more condition should be

D. Algorithm Description and Illumination

= {SI ,L S n} , relay peers set
Re={repL ,rem } and end peers set Dest= {dpL , dg } .
Given the source peers set Src

Any source peer could also be a relay peer. In the overlay

mentioned which is 170 <

Au / arto

as when the second probe

packet does not return back, buffer of the relayed peer
overflows. In the process of session initiation, we suppose that

Au is a priori for the relay peer. In the real world, the relay peer

routing table of any given peer S j' assign each link a rate

may need to do some computations to determine this size based

threshold 17j and an average round trip time arti. Each peer

conditions.

maintains a routing table lookup time troute' The proposed
algorithm process is described as follows.

on its memory resources and its assessment of network
Supposing that the two continuous average round trip time
are artj and arti_1

are detected as Ai and Ai_1

Difference of buffer size is

1) When a peer receives the first data packet of the relayed
media stream, it should immediately look up routing table
to search P candidate route entries. The whole routing

denoted as IlZ(i,i-l) =Ai -A i_I' The media transmission rate

table lookup time is denoted as troute'

VCal(i)

2) Send probe packets to the P candidate peers to detect
available buffer size. Until the first round trip response
time arto and available buffer size

=

M(i,i-I)

art,

__

2

)
/!'act(i) - /!'i - ( vCal(i) -17i
1

1

_

the

actual

each average round trip time, one probe packet is sent followed
The

transmission

sequence

, }

like {ProbO Probl datal data2 data3 ...data;:1' Prob2 ...

,

,

,

,

,

and

is
the

Vact(i) =

+

arti_1

(i = 2,3,4...)
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2i

.
3 4)
c
( 1 = 2, , ... . Therelore

rate

should

(Aact(i)

be

set

to

> A)

Aact(i)

art,

__

correspondent transmission timing diagram is shown in Figure
2.

sending

*

vacl(i)

Ilt = troute + arti and media data transfers in a 17i speed. For
data.

arti

packet, the actual media input queuing is represented as

The main idea of the algorithm is to defme an interval time

media

2

2M(i,i-l)

ready to look up the routing table and send the next probe

Au.

3) Send new probe packets again after which media
stream is immediately transmitted The transmission rate is
adjusted by relevant feedback information.

the

+

art .=!..
----.!.

=

•

Considering that the relay peer just received media data and is

packet ProbO returns back, record the average round trip

by

And the corresponding available buffers

•

2

+

art'-_
I

__

2

According to the above reasoning, when there is redundant

Source peer

Relay peer

buffer, the transmission rate will be increased otherwise will be
decreased

to

avoid

overflow.

The

relevant

transmission

sequence diagram between peers is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Transmission sequence diagram between peers

Figure 2. Transmission timing diagram
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IV.

ALGORITHM ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the algorithm in three main

aspects. The fIrst key factor is the buffer utilization rate. In our
algorithm, transmission rate of relay peers is calculated

Relay

Source

according to the buffering state of receivers. On the premise of
avoiding buffering underflow and overflow, the maximum
available buffer is used to calculate the real acceptable
transmission rate.

With the buffering state changes, the

transmission rate is almost optimized. Therefore the second

Figure 4. One bottleneck simulation topology

factor - total time lag - is relevantly decreased.
In the circumstance of multi-hop media stream coexistence,

effective transmission rate is another important issue. Denote
r as the media streaming paths and each path has several end

to end links. R is the set of all paths in the overlay networks
that is r E R . DefIne
throughput that

f

f

as media stream and

y! (I)

as the

transmits along path r. Correspondingly,

the failed media streaming is denoted as

v! (I)

effective

be

transmission

rate

could

. The average

expressed

as

I I fy!(/)

p(G) =

Relay

Source

feF reRf

I I fy!(/)+ feF
I reRf
I fv! (I)

Figure 5. Two bottleneck links simulation topology
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feF reRf
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SIMULATIONS

We have implemented the adaptive rate control transmission
algorithm in NS2 [13] simulator where the RTP/RTCP module
is employed and compared. The relevant simulation topologies
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are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The bandwidths between
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simulation description, the proposed algorithm is named as
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Figure 6. Loss rate comparison with transmission for one bottleneck link

ABUF.
In the

fIrst experiment, we adopt the one bottleneck

simulation

topology.

selected as

81

Media

Rl � 82

stream

transmission

path

is

Dl. The packet size is 512

20

Bytes and the initial transmission rate is 500 kb/s. The rate

16

�

�

threshold is 125 kb/s. In Figure 6 we can see that the loss rate of
ABUF is lower than RTCP since ABUF adjusts its transmission
rate according to the feedback information of relay peers while
RTCP does not maintain such information. Figure 7 shows the
comparison of effective throughput. For RTCP there is nearly a
linear-prone state as it has no record of buffer information.
ABUF presents a waved-prone state which demonstrates its
buffer jitter state. If there is available buffer size for relay peers,
the sending rate of source peer will give it a best-effort
transmission rate according to the proposed algorithm. When
there is a buffer overflow detected, the sending rate will
decrease. This mechanism ensures that more effective media
stream is received.
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Figure 7. Effective throughput state comparison with transmission for one
bottleneck link
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The second experiment topology includes 100 peers and 700
links where each two peers maintain a data stream. Figure 5
shows a two bottleneck links topology and we also carry four
and six bottleneck links for two peers' transmission. The
average effective transmission rate of the network is calculated
as

peG)

mentioned in Section IV. We get the average loss

rate in Figure 8.

We can see that for multiple stream

coexistence, the loss rate will increase while the difference is
relevantly

low.

With

the

transmission

going

on,

a

comparatively steady transmission state is maintained.
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